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"Arnold's Theory of Culture"
A. Matthew? Arnold, the cultured man.
1. Parentage.
a. Father, Thomas Arnold, headmaster of Rugby
1. Widely known educator.
2. Broad sympathy, understanding ^and faith.
3. Unapproachable ideal to his son, Matthew.
2. Environment, effect of beauty of English setting upon
Arnold the poet
.
a. Laleham on the Thames- scenic beautjr.
b.Winchester-Behool is father attended.
c. Ragby-influence of his father.
d. Oxford-preeminent in impression classical spirit.
3. 3ducat ion-crit ical spirit developed-Arnold the
philosopher-critic
.
a. Tutored-independent thinking.
b. Private schools-school interests.
c. College-time of religious inoutry and speculation
d. University-classic influence.
e. Impressions from:
1. Clough
2. Kewman( John Henry)
f. Time and Spirit
1. Controversial
2. Dubious
r
4. Profession-Arnold , the reformer-critic
a. Inspector-of schools
b. Marriage and married life
c. Literary work-poetry and drama
d. School reform work
e. Professor of Poetry at Oxford
f. Critical work.
5. Shaping of his personality by:
a. Goethe
b. Wordsworth
c. Saint e Beuve
d. Newman
B. His Theory of Culture, the out some of his life.
1. Definition of culture
a. Harmonious perfection in
1. Equal development of four powers of human life
a. Power of conduct
b. Power of intellect and knowledge
c. Power of beauty.
d. Power of social life and manners.
2. desuiting in:
a. Inward operation-being" and "becoming"
1. Sweetness
2. Light
3. Mot ives:
a. Individual-scientific pass ion
b. Social altruistic passion

4. Culture blend of Hebraisra( conduct ) and Hellenism
(intellect, beauty, urbanity )•
2. Theory of culture found in Arnold's prose works.
a. Development of Theory in essay of "Culture and Anarchy
1. Arnold's refutation of popular concept of culture,
b. Application of test of culture to remedies offerred.
3. Application of Theory of Culture to Society.
a. Society absorbed by-t
1. "Machinery" - Definition of machinery.
b. Claspes of Society: Crit ic i sm
1. "Barbarians" - aristocratic class.
a. Qualities of "Barbarian" group.
b. Tendencies.
2
. "Philist ines" - middle class.
a. qualities of "Philistine" group.
b. Tendencies.
3. "Populace" - working class.
a/ qualities of "Populace" group,
b. Tendencies.
4. Deficiences of Society analyzed.
5. Remedy - real culture •
4. Application of 'Theory of Culture to 3;lucation.
a. -f-.rnold - Huxley contorversy upon curriculum.
1. Theory of culture applied to Science.
2. Theory of culture applied to Literature- and claepics
b. Arnold's ideas of education as a force of culture
.
5. Application of Theory of Culture to Literature.
a«. "Criticism" inptr-^ent f culture.

_b. Value of criticism to culture.
1. Establishment of standards*
2, Carrying forth of real culture.
e. Poetry as an asset to culture . (Poems ).
6. Application of theory of Culture to Religion (Hebraism)-
a. Hebraism -(the religion of the time).
1. Nature of Hebraism.
b. Nee." of Hellenis m.
1. Nature of Hellenism,
C. Summary of Arnold's Theory.
D. Conclusion
.
J
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Arnold 1 g Theory of Culture
The personality of great men is of interest to us as
human beings. We live through their experience as truly if
not as thoroughly and as profitably as our own. We are tempered
by their environments, stirred to an immeasurable degree by
their productions, and dominated by their character. It is for
this reason that we are so impressed by the associations which
go to make up the personality, that to understand a great poem
we mist know to some extent at Inapt the motives and principles
of its author. The very process of grasping meaning signifies
a realization and interpretation of the poet's philosophy. Bio-
graphy, as a key to the heart of great men, has a worthy champ-
ion in George 3. Woodberry, who says(l)
"Biography unlocks the sympathies, and often exercises
an intimate and direct awakening influence, especially upon
practical natures less open to i eal enthusiasm."
Matthew Arnold's life prepared him for his philosophy as
obviously as that of any writer who has ever been inrpired by
a great duty and a lofty purpose. In fact Matthew Arnold's rear-
ing could be taken as an example of an ideal education for a
cultured man. He was brought up and harmoniously developed in
respect to all his faculties. His story is that of the gently
nurtured, perfectly moulded, and valiant philosopher* 11 gent ly
(l)George 3. Woodberry: "Appreciation of Literature" page 149
i
nurtured" "because he was born and reared in an atmosphere of the
highest type of refinement-t "perfectly moulded" because his
education Has balanced and thorough: ancl"valiant " because having
esp^ised a cause he clung to it with the tenacity, enthusiasm,
and faith that belonged only to a disciple. His life tells us
even more about Arnold than all this information. It gives us
a glimpse into the vital part of the man. It analyzes for us the
perplexities that trouble, when they do not hurt us, in inter-
preting his work. Above all these things, it shows us what we most
desire to know, his "sweet reasonableness" as a son, husband, father,
critic, reformer, and educator.
Let us in our study of Matthen ^mold's life keep constantly
before us the essence of his theory of culture which he formulated
when a man. Culture, according to Arnold, is the perfect develop-
ment of all the faculties of man in equal proportion. My resume of
Arnold's life endeavors to show that every event of importance in
his life tended to make him cultured, and really elevated him to
the distinction of being called "the prophet of culture."
Matthew Arnold^ the eldest son of Dr. Thomas Arnold and l.Iary
Penrose ^rnold
;
was born on Christmas 3ve, 1322, at Laleham-on-the-
Thames. At that time Dr.^rnold was devoting his attentions to the
teaching profession and he was taking private pupils. In this lovely
town of Laleham between Staines and Chertsey, Matthew Arnold grew
up. The extent q£ its beauty and charm is given in a beautiful
sketch by Andrew Lang.(l) Laleham was ideally fitted to bo the
birthplace of a poet. The loveliness of the English setting was
(1) See Andrew Lang: "Matthew Arnold" n
entury M aSazine .0:111-849-864
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a part of that exquisite and tranquil country town. Such an environ-
keenly conscious of the beauties of nature. Throughout Arnold's
peems we have delightful vignettes that undoubtedly are remembrances
of Laleham. In his letters we have the personal tribute that is
specific. The first reference in a letter to his mother is very
vivid with scent and color touches. (1) His delicacy of treatment
in his letters shows that Laleham was beautiful to him because his
nature was sensitive to the suggest iveness of the" dear place" as
Dr. Arnold referred to it. That the life of the boy was happy and
gloriously oarefree there can be no doubt. He would scarcely have
had so many haunts unless he had spent much time finding them, ^en
in later years he did not lose that pleasurable conceit which older
members of a family have in telling the younger ones of their
superior knowledge of the things of the family childhood. (2 ) Of
course, Matthew had a deeper acquaintance than the other children
with Laleham. </hen Matthew Arnold was six years oldjDr. Thomas Arnold
was elected to the headmaetership of Rugby. This was to be a moment-
ous and significant event in the lives of not only the Arnolds , but
also in the lives of the wide circle of boys upon whom Dr. Arnold
imprinted an indelible mark. It was not without regret that Dr.
Arnold left Laleham, the place he described as "premature rest','
and went up to Rugby. l.Iatthew Arnold was left to be educated by his
uncle, John A. Buckley, who carried on an establishment in Laleham.
(l)See Letters of Matthen Arnold—1848-1888 arranged by G. W.S.Russell
ment must produce an asthetic soul
(2) Ibid -page 13
vol. 1 page 2 and 3
•r
4In all probability all the other Arnolds wont up to Rugby, for
there is no reference to any of the other boys staying with their
uncle. Summers and holidays Matthew speiit with his family at
FoxHowe in Westmoreland* At fourteen Matthew Arnold began his public
school education in his father's school at Winchester. He stayed in
this school one year. In 1837 he entered Rugby and came directly
Cinder his father's influence. With his advent into the school of
which his father was master, Matthew Arnold drank deep of the
"high seriousness" of his father's intellectual and moral strength.
Dr. Arnold was a pre-eminent educator, a zealous student, an
able historian and a great humanist. Hat t hew was greatly impressed
by his father's intellectual powers and writings, but the son absorbed
in entirety the sincere moral consciousness of his father. One who
wishes to know the character of Dr. Arnold should not overlook
Thomas Hughes's "Torn Brown's School Days" in which Dr. Arnold's
"deep ringing searching voice" (1) and his knowledge "better than
any one when to look and when to see nothing" (1) are so sympathetic-
ally described. This wonderfully humane headmaster had more than
his popularity to commend him. So Oliver Bit on speaking of Dr. Arnold's
management of Rugby says (2)
"The lofy masculine spirit which he inspired, along with true
culture into his boys has powerfully affected the character of the
English ruling class. But Arnold really taught the coming generation
'manners, freedom, virtue, power'. His sermons are raised into
eloquence by the temper which his son delineates in the verse of
'Rugby Chapel.'" (2)
(1) Thomas Hughes "ThmBrown's School Days" page 53
(2) Sir Oliver Elton "A Survey of English Literature" Vol. # page 153
r
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It was that "true culture" which probably most affected
Matthew Arnold, and while the son accentuates the intellectual
side of his father in his criticism of Hughes's book, any one
who follows Hat t hew Arnold's life realizes that "moral t nought ful-
ness" (1) played a no inconsequential part in Matthew Arnold's whole
makeup. It was in recognition of his historical work that Dr. Arnold
was elected to the ?egi UiS professorship of history at Oxford in
1841, a position which he never filled because death intervened.
Dr. Arnold was a classicist, and he directed his son into the realms
of the ancients by precept and example. It was his fether's influence
that kept Llatthew Arnold in the Anglican faith. Dr. Arnold had
used his pen in his day against the Traetarians , and his son, when
other allegiances failed, clung to the Established Church. It was
a glorious inspiration(l) of his father's example and teaching
that gave Arnold such great moral courage all through life. The
influence of his father never died. His mother, too, comes in for
an eloquent expression of gratitude. (2)
At Rugby, Arnold set himself down to a study of the classics
under his father's tutelage. He was a good scholar in Greek and
Latin because in 1540 he won * he School Prist for Poetry with
"Alaric at Home", Throughout, the charm of Rugby would always be
the association of iirnold with his father in those impressionable
years between 14 and P&. Culture was forcing him into the difficult
fields of learning. He was learning the great literatures of the
past as a foundation stone for his own work. The scenery of Ru£by
(1) See"Ru£by Chapel" Poems of Llatthew Arnold
(2) See Letters of Llatthew Arnold arranged by Russell, Vol. 1, pages
22 & 23
r
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was barren, cold, and prosaic compared with Laleham and so there
was not much to admire except the outdoor delight of school life,
cricket and football in the close, bird-nesting, battling, fishing,
swimming and rowing, besides friendships and the seriousness of
studies to get into Oxford. The next year Arnold went up to Oxford
on a classical scholarship to Balli*/, and that same year he took
the .Newdigate prize with his poem "Cromwell". From the promise of
his early attempts we might infer that Rugby had converted the boy
into a student and that Oxford would complete the process by making
him a renowned scholar. His father's death, however, in 1842 and
the loss of Dr. Arnold's guidance weakened somewhat Matthew Arnold's
assiduity along scholastic lines, for Arnold graduated in "respect-
able rather than first class standing" (l) In 1844.
Oxford was the second great influence in ^mold's life. His
f]ii lift-
university was to mould. with its "faith and t radit ion" . (2 ) In the
"Oxford of the past" to which he so exquisitely sings in the
"3cholar<-Gipsy" and "Thrysis" , Arnold found the epitome of culture
in the classical spirit and a dauntless courage of the ancients,
in Oxford, the University town of perpetual charm^he spent his
delightful and pleasurable undergraduate days. As the "Scholar-
Gipsy" suggests, Arnold spent no small part of his time in walks
and rides around the lovely country. His friend Clough refers to
one of Arnold's excursions, "Matthew has gone fishing when he
ought to be reading" and so the judgment of the poem is sustained.
There was more than the past to interest Arnold at Oxford. The
fl) Stuart Sherman, "Matthew Arnold How to Know Him" page 8
(2) Matthew Arnold "Culture and Anarchy" in "Sweetness and Light"
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present was keenly felt by all who came under the spell of the
religious controversy then being carried on there(l). Arnold was
deeply inbued with the fervor of the time. The impression which
Newman indisputably made was to be acknowledged later by Arnold
hi self, but in those years at Oxford the associations and the
friend he made in Clough were to be indefacafcle memories. Although
Arnold had the power to make himself known as a student , it is
characteristic that instead he was allowing himself a "harmonious"
development of all his powers, to use his own expression. Arnold
was broadening hie ex eriences of life to an all inclusive degree.
S eculation had its glamor, especially when led by greit thinkers,
to a young man of ivide perception and insight* While Arnold
thoroughly enjoyed the disputations, it was not in his nature to
be affected by them in the same way as Clough. The latter took them
to heart and "before he had attained his full intellectual develop-
ment he examined and in some degree drew conclusions concerning
the deepest*sub jects that can occupy the human mind'.'(l)
It is iirnoldian to watch everything with self— resrt r^in~t~ th
,
no matter how great the internal struggle of soul. I think that
"LlycerAnus" embodies this in its essence.
"It may be on that joyless feast his eye
Dwelt with mere outward seeming: he, within,
Took measure of his soul, and knew its strength*
,
And by that silent knowledge, day and night,
Was calmed , ennobled, comforted, sust ained. " f 2
)
(1) See Andrew Lang "I.Iatthow Arnold" Century Magazine!xxiii-849-864
(2Q "IJycerinus" Poems of Matthew Arnold
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At all events, Arnold did not act then. Hi? self control having
kept him from that first impulse, he resisted that desire as often
as it came.
To be sure the years at Oxford and the first glimpse of the
world left him with a melancholy turn, hut his seriousness was not
alien to the poet in him any less thaii it was foreign to the philoso-
pher in him. The straggle mode him acquainted with his "best self" (l).
Discomfort may not be half as disastrous as complacency to an author^
particularly when that author could naturally aspire to some well-
founded conceit as Arnold could. It was this dissatisfaction that
was the real basis of his turning from poetry to the world of un-
standardized force that needed him to give it objectives. The reform
spirit acted, and as an able critic has said,
"Like Milton, though less dramatically, Matthew Arnold was
called away from poetry by the aspect of the world about him and a
sense of responsibility for changing it. Like Llilton, he plunged
into controversy with a high heart and hopeful bearing bringing
constructive^ to bear upon the problems of his age. "(2)
Instead of resting leisurely upon the fellowship of Oriel
College to which he ^as elected, or "taking orders", or "going
into law J Arnold taught a few years at Rugby, and then he entered
the educational field. Culture had made another conquest in Arnold's
life. It had claimed him for humane interest in his fellowmen.From
1847 to 1851 he was private secretary to Lord Landsdowne, the
^resident of the Council of Education. In 1851 Arnold was appointed
(1) Matthew Arnold Culture and Anarchy "Doing as One Likes" Chapter 2,
(2) Hobert Uorse Lovett Matthew Axnold Today" ,ornm
,
r
by his chief to the position of Lay Xnspector of schools. With
the entrance of Matthew Arnold into the profession of education,
we also see his marriage to Frances Lucy HfVjhf'iflan in June 1351.
Before his marriage, in a letter to his sister(l)> we are shown
that Arnold was not let t ing .inspect orship narrow his sphere, but
that he was using it as a means by which to marshall his actions
with purposeful intent towards some worthy objective. Of course,
the letter was written at the time when he was attempting to
accept inspectorship with its arduous labors not upon utilitarian
arguments but upon the firm conviction that it was his piece. Much
comment has been ...ode upon Arnold's adoption of this educational
profession instead of his devotion ot poetry. Previous to his
marriage, Arnold had published the "Strayed Heveller and Other Poems
After his marriage, he published "Smpodocles on Utna and Other Poems
in 1852 and another edition of "Poems" in 1853. His real interest,
however, in education was awakening. The first instance is worthy to
cite as a contrast to his previous antipathy toward whet he felt
was his duty.
"I think I shall get interested in the schoola after a little
time-ttheir effects on the children are so immense and their future
effects in civilizing the next generation of the lo.'3 er class may
be so important ."( 2
)
Despite the long hours and the hardships of inspectorship, he
was beginning to like it and to see its influence as a reforming
instrment. Only three more metrical editions appeared. These were
in 1855, 1858, and 1867. Education h&d deeply stirred him
;
and he
(1) Letters of Llatthew Arnold arranged by G. .V. 3. Russell Vol. I.
pages 16-17
(2 ) Ibid, page 20
—
'
r
r
remained in it in spirit until his retirement two years before his
death. One thing called him from inspectorship just when he needed
a relief and that was his election to the chair of Poetry at Oxford
in 1857. Culture had clai ed Arnold for another experience. It was
during this period that Arnold wrote "On Translating Homer" and his
"Study of Celtic Literature". T'-ese were his first critical works,
hut they were to he followed by two series of "Assays on Criticism"
The post of Professor of Poetry gave Arnold considerable prestige,
by reason of itp being "the oldest purely literary Professorship
in the British isles, "(1) and infinitely more leisure for literary
pursuits. From this time on, he made writing his profession and
visits to the continent for educational purposes his delight. The
chastening influence of sormw came to Arnold very heavily in 1368
when his youngest son Basil died, and in the following spring Tom,
the eldest soUjdied when only sixteen years of age. Arnold was made
even more cultured by his grief because his finer spirit determined
to do more serious work, and his sympathy became more universal.
Another death in 1672 that of his second son had to be borne. Arnold
mind turned naturally to subjects of religious interest, and the
trend of the time initiated by Darwin and Huxley, and furthered by
Spencer found him Unalterably opposed. Arnold's Bible Criticism
belonged to this period. "Culture and Anarchy", a product of the
time after he left the Oxford professorship, was an eminent land-
mark in Arnold's writing. The estimate mcde by Professor Saints-
bury (1) is worth noting because "Culture and Anarchy" is the main
(1) Professor G. Saintsbury "Matthew Arnold" page 54
r
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contribution Arnold gave to as of his "theory of culture".
To commentators the question of ^.mold's comparative power
as critic and as poet has occasioned much dispute. One accredits
his fame to his criticism, another to hi? poetry. Still more con-
troversy centers upon what Matthew Arnold wished his reputation to
be based. He did love poetryj he liked its circumspection, its
fastidious- demands, but he could not satisfy them nor give himself
up to poetry when a greater work remained to be done. To be sure
in a sense he complained that the requirements of the Muse must be
gratified to produce excellent poetry. He suffered because an arid-
ness had come upon him when he had not waited upon the whims of
poetry. (1) The battle for supremacy between prose and verse was won
by two main factors, the tediousness of his inspectorship, and the
poetic ambition of Arnold which was to produce the ' occas ional
piece. "(£) Nor was ^rnold blind to the obscurity of some of his own
poetical works. He frankly admitted to his sister Ivatherine a certain
deficiency of spirit which he hope! to regain. (3)
As a critic his place in English letters will always be secure.
His cultured attitude always will be admired. He tried to elevate,
never to degrade. The Preface to Poems (1853-1354) was his first
attempt to justify criticism, and it was a most important critical
work. Other works followed which Vindicated his position among
3nglish critics each showing gradual and greater development of
discriminat ion.
(1) See Letters of Matthew Arnold arranged by G.W. "3. Russell, page
(2) Professor Saintsbury "Matthew Arnold" page 43-44
(3) See unpublished letters of Matthew Arnold eUted by Arnold
SfiThit ridge, page 18

After fruitful years in the occupation of letters and acknow-
ledged preeminence in his field, after an acquaintance with America
by visits and a real interest in America when his. daughter married
an American, Arnold still aauntless and keen died in Liverpool on
April 15, 1888.
The personal delightful idiosyncrasies of Matthew Arnold are
not missed in some of his more jocular essays as those in "Friend-
ship's Garland," hut they are brought out frequently in his "fetters".
Matthew Arnold was pleasant and humorous. By his poking fun at his
friend Slade.and at himself in two letters to Slade,(l) he shows his
friendly, free, mock-serious humor. To his dear ones he was more
than tender and concerned. His domestic life was a happy blend of
good natured humor and wonderfully deop sympathy and understanding.
He was natural, too, in his ingenious resolves. But the references
to his own children in' his letters are the loveliest of all his
remarks '•
Arnold attributes the shaping of his cultural ideals to a great
extent to the influence of four men who impressed upon his personality
the desirability of Hellenic culture. These four men are Clough,
Newman, Goethe, and Wordsworth. Of his contemporaries Ruskin with
his seriousness in advising the working men, Carlyle with his wBver-
lasting-Yea" and "Bverlasting-Hay" in "Sartor Kesartus" did not have
the same importance to Arnold as Clough and Newman. Clough was an
advisor who rendered judicious praise, and in the letters we learn
Clough holds his opinion until he can make a thorough analysis.
(1) See Letters of Matthew Arnold arranged by G.W.E. Russell
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Matthen Arnold speaks in the following manner upon the occasion
of dough's dteath,
"This is a loss which I shall feel more and more as time
goes on, for he is one of the few people who ever made a deep
impression on me."(l)
Newman was of course much olier than Arnold but a person
who exerted a powerful fascination upon all the Oxford under-
graduates of Arnold's time.
"Who could resist the charm of that spiritual apparition,
gliding in the dim afternoon light through the aisles of St .Mary's,
rising into the pulpit, and then in the most entrancing of
voices, breaking the silence with words and thoughts which were
religious music subt le , sweet
,
mournful?(2)
Arnold writing to Newman in 1871 comments on the influence
Newiaan had on him.
"I cannot forbear adding what I have often wished to tell
you, that no words can be too strong to express the interest
with which I used to hear you at Oxford and the pleasure with
which I continue to read your writings now. We are all of us
carried in ways not of our own making or choosing, but nothing
can ever do away the effect you have produced upon me, for it
consisted in a general disposition of mind rather than in a
particular set of ideas. "(3)
Again in 1872 in answer to a letter from Newman Arnold tells
of the forces which have shaped his life.
(1
I
2
3
Letters of Matthew Arnold arranged by S.W.S.Russell, page 176
Discources in America "3mpr9on"
Unpublished Letters of Pfff^ ^ola *itriagg.

14
"There are four people in especial for whom I am conscious
of having learnt-a very different thing from merely receiving
a strong impression habits, method, ruling ideas which are
constantly with me ; and the four are-Goethe, Wordsworth, Saint
e
Beuve, and yourself. You will smile and say I have made an odd
mixture and that the result must be a jumble; however that
maybe as to the wholej I am sure in details you must recognize
your own influence often, and perhaps this inclines you to in-
dulgence . ( 1)
Goethe and Wordsworth were great teachers. Arnold in his
criticism pays tribute to both for his debt to them. Sainte
Beuve Arnold admired with the keenest feeling. Sainte Beuve
highly praises Arnold's poetical sagacity as the little quotation
from Sainte Beuve' s letter shows,
"je crois, bien que nous ne sommes pas loins d'etre
d 1 accord sur ce qui est du choix des meilleurs sujets en poesie'I(2)
3ach in a different way influenced Arnold. Goethe with his
lofty grandeur, Wordsworth with his love of nature and poetry as
a criticism of life, Sainte Beuve with his fine critical apper-
ceptio^and Newman with his relentless warfare against the
materialistic and utilitarian trend of the time moulded Arnold
in his cultural theory.
So after this consideration of the life of the man, his
works, and the personality underlying his exterior reserve,
we begin to realize that the culture , in which he was reared t
(1) Unpublished Letters of W. Arnold, edited by Whit ridge, page 65
(2) Ibid, page 69
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inspired ,and which ho ever kept elope and accessible to his
mind and hearty became for him a philosophy in which we can
learn many worthwhile lessons and from which we can take away
a great inspiration. Culture, as he understood it to be that
"harmonious perfection" of all faculties, was justified in
Arnold's life because his love of people, learning, worthy
action, nature, national affairs, and humor gave him as his life
and his philosophy demonstrate a universal outlook and sympathy.
Arnold believes that the reconstruction of society in the
abolition of class defects and in the banishment of all evils
peculiar to institutions can be brought about by the spread of
culture . Culture is the remddy for the existing condition of
society's maladjustments end man's incapacity to copo with life.
In a word, all reform can be effected by culture. The dissemination
of culture into every phase of life is the only legitimate or
fruitful means by which the world can attain to perfection. Culture,
then, is the force by which the world is to be raised to a perfect
state. Culture has to do with the perfect expansion of man's
faculties. It is constituted of the four thoroughly developed
powers that are common to over/ human being. These four powers
Arnold defines.
"We set ourselves to enumerate the powers which go to the
building up of human life, and we say that they are the power of
conduct, the power of intellect and knowledge, the power of
beauty, and the power of social life and manners. -Human :iature
is built up by all these powers^ we have need of them all. When
we have rightly met and adjusted the claims of them all, we shall

16.
be in a fair way for getting soberness and righteousness, with
wisdom." (1)
The four powers are these : conduct
,
intellect or knowledge,
beauty , and "urbanity '.' ffa rightly meet their claims and adjust
them by a thorough expansion of each power. A cultured man is one
who is rounded out on these four sides of his nature. In "Sweet-
ness and Light" Arnold asserts, (2)
"Culture, then is the study of perfection, and of harmonious
perfection, and perfection which consists in becoming something
rather than in having something, in an inward condition of the
mind and spirit, not in an outward set of circumstances , -it is
clear that culture, instead of being the frivolous and useless
thing which Mr. Bright, and Mr. Frederick Harrison, and many
other Liberals are apt to call it, has a very important function
to fulfill for mankind^ 2)
By harmonious perfection of all four powers of human life
in every man, Arnold sums up his theory of culture. The presence
of culture in every person is to bring about the release of
society from the fallacies and misconceptions of abstract theorists
and the materialistic Valuations of life. Culture having developed
those interior faculties of man is of "inward" operation, not
an "outward set of circumstances". In other words, culture is
actually being something worthwhile in one's self} it is not
possessing the externals which people have misjudged to be the
marks of culture. Indeed, culture is not comprised of
(1) Discourses in America-"Literature and Science" page
(2) In "Culture and Anarchy"- ,T Swoetness and Light" page 12
/
jewels, silks, satins, and laces, "but it i£ comprised of the
harmoniously developed powers of conduct, intellect, beauty,
and "urbanity"
.
Now culture emphasizes each power equally. One is not
accentuated more than another. 3ach is worthy of complete real-
ization in man. To be specific, anything that Arnold criticizes
as uncultural violates one or all of the attributes of culture.
Anything that contributes to the equal development of these
four powers, Arnold says, is cultural, accordingly, the standard
by which we are to judge a process as culture is whether it con-
tributes to the harmonious development of the four powers. Once
we realize that these four attributes are the essential and
paramount constituents of culture, we realize Arnold's theory of
culture. To each panacea that mankind offers as a solution for
the ills of society Arnold applies the test of culture. A remedy
that stresses one power to the detriment of the other three is
not true culture, Arnold says. Several obvious examples appear
that Arnold takes immediately to deomonst rat e his proposition.
In connection with this definition proper of culture it is
necessary to explain two words whose meaning in Arnold's termin-
ology has a distinct place in his theory. Hebraism and Hellenism
are Arnold's favorite appellations which can not be too early in
the discussion elucidated.
Hebraism is the over- accentuat ion of
A
religious aspect of
the spiritual side of man. As Arnold expresses it "the energy
driving at practice, this paramount sense of the obligation of
. t
t
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duty, self-control, and work. 11 (1) This can be clearly understood
if we take Arnold's description of a victim of Hebraism from the
Preface to" Culture and Anarchy 1'.
/ "Other sides of his being ere thus neglected, because the
religious side, always tending in every serious man to predominance
over
.
our other spiritual sides, is in him made quite absorbing
and tyrannous by he condition of self assertion and challenge
which ho has chosen for himself" (2)
Obviously by Hebraism Arnold means the disparoport ion result-
ing from an over-developed religious phase of spiritual life in
man. The word is derived from the name given to the Jewish nation
because of the importance the Jewish faith gave to morality and
religion.
Hellenism is the ppiritual antidote for the ills of Hebraism.
Hellenism, Arnold defines, in the following passage,
"The characteristic bent of Hellenism as has been said, is
to find the intelligible law of things, to see them in their true
nature and as they really are." (3)
Hellenism in a word is the intellectual Impulse of development
of the whole man, to connect and harmonize all parts of him, perfect
all, 'and leave nothing to chance expansion. It is called Hellenism
because the Greeks were pre-eminently the advocates of this
cultural intellectual ideal.
(1) Culture and Anarchy "Hebraism and Hellenism" page 109
(2) " " The Preface, xix
(3) " " Potto Unum 3s t He cess arum, page 140
t(
So, Hebraism needs Hellenism, says Arnold. or to say it in
another way, the moral poaer of man already well developed requires
the equal development of the powers of beauty, intellect, and
urbanity. Thid is one application of the test of culture. Science is
treated likewise, but this matter I will confine to the discussion
of education because the "Arnold-Huxley controversy" ( 1) centers
around culture versus science in the Educational programme. Huxley
says(l) science may be considered as culture, but Arnold applies
the test and science is found to develop only one power of man—*—
knowledge. The corrective power of Hebraism was the development
of Hellenism in equal strength. By Hellenism, Arnold refers to the
perfection of the Greeks in their "urbanity", their love of the
"aesthetic," and their spontaneous exercise of intellect in getting
to know "the best that had been thought and said in the world"
through their "ardent sense for all the new and changing combinations
of ideas which man's development brings with it, the indomitable
impulse to 'know and adjust them perfectly," (2) When Hebraism and
Hellenism combine
>
the harmonious development of man's four great
powers results by mea*s of culture'. Culture, then, maybe considered
as the right proportion of the four powers of which Hebraism concerns
itself with one ,
"
conduct "-and of which Hellenism concerns itself
with three: " beauty" ."intellect " and"urbanity"
.
There are two motives of culture. The first, Arnold tells us,
is the motive of curiosity. This"curiosity" is expressed in the
words of Llontesquieu "to render an intelligent being yet more
(1) See"Lit erature and Science" Arnold-and "Science and Culture"
Thomas Huxley
(2) See" Culture and Anarch^" -Hebraism andHellenism;' page 110

iintelligent."^) Tftis signifies the individual's scientific
passion for intelligence. The desire of the individual to find
out for himself "the best whibh has been thought or said in the
world, and through this knowledge (2 ) to turn a stream of fresh
and free thought upon his stock notions and habits. Arnold says
of this curiosity,
"So there is certainly a curiosity, - a desire after the
things of the mind simply for their own sakes and for the pleasure
of seeing them as they are, - which is in an intelligent being,
natural and laudable ." (3)
although this first motive is laudable, it is not sufficient
for the thorough functioning of culture. It is too exclusive and
determines the perfection of the individual alone. Culture longs
for the perfection of all humanity. The second motive of culture
supplies this social passion. "To make reason an_ the will of
God prevail" (4) is the second aiid greater motive of culture. The
purpose of this second motive is altruistic. "To make reason and
the will of God prevail" is the attempt to affect the perfection
of all humcnity by culture. The first motive emphasises "being"
of the individual} the second motive emphasizes "being" or"the
inward operation" of culture not only in the individual but in
all mankind. Culture is complete when these two motives are
realized in their fulness.
(1) See Culture and Anarchy-" Sweetnoss and Light" page 3
(2) -tbid "The Preface" page XI.
(3) Ibid "Sweetness and Light" page 6
(4) Ibid "Sweetness and Light" page 7
t
With Arnold's definitely formulated concept of culture and
its motives stated, I shall attempt to tell my reader in what
works Arnold's philosophy is presented. Arnold's theory of culture
while it is promulgated chiefly by .his prose is substantiated by
i
his life and by his poetical compositions. This is clearer when
one considers the extension of the term "culture". It is all
inclusive combining society, learning ( especially literature),
politics, and even religion into a sublimated taste or disposition
of "moderated reason". 3?o culture, which permeates everything
that Arnold wrote, we concede these u/t things. It shows up the
nobility of well-intentioned attempts to realize worthy objectives,
and it demonstrates the meanness and sordidness of accepting low
criteria b which to gudge our lives. In his prose works culture
is more clearly interpreted* in his poetry we must sense it and
feel it as something more subtle. Throughout the eonSiderat ion we
must keep in mind the "desideratum" of culture is in the nature of
"be coming11 and "being" rather than "having" or "possessing". In prose
Arnold used the medium of expression which was well adapted to
propa:ate his fluent and pervasive thought. His thoory could proceed
unrestrained} his arguments coul.: fall in cuick succession. Some-
times he fell into a manner of easy nonchalance; at other times he
felt the stress and stubborn opposition of his audience. Then he
struck deeply iith intention and highly wrought, carefully studied,
precise phrasing. The blithe bantering mood was supplanted by the
argumentative strain until we perceive that Arnold had a deep
motive that even the light treatment could not disturb. Definition
assisted him in his exhaustive handling of his matter. "Sweetness
and Light", "culture" "Philist ines',' "Hebraism" became by
1
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popular acceptance commonly if not significantly used by the
masses. This short description of Arnold's style which I have
just attempted to give is the manner in which Arnold discusses
culture in his prose, namely, with freedom and enthusiasm.
"Culture and Anarchy" deals exclusively in the "Preface" and
in "Sweetness and Light" with the definition of culture. I shall
not attempt to restate what we have already formulated, but I
shall briefly outline the other essentials which are to be found
in these two parts of this essay. The "Preface" is a compendium
of the arguments which ere to follow. Arnold addresses himself
to his readers. He says,
"To the many who think that spirituality and sweetness v.re
all moonshine, this will not appear to matter much, but with us,
who value them and who think that we have traced much of our
present discomfort to the want of them, it weighs a great deal."(l)
Arnold then gives the character of culture in his description
of the purpose of the e^say,
"The whole scope of the essay is to recorrriend culture as
the great help out of our present difficult ies '.' ( 2
)
^furthermore
, we are told, the study of perfection or culture
"leads us to conceive of true perfection developing all sides
of our humanity, and as a general perfection, developing all parts
of our society," (3) The touchstones of the theory are thescguide
words
.
The first essay "Sweetness and Light" contains the complete
analysis of culture more definitely than anything else Arnold
(1) Culture and Anarchy "The Preface" page xxvii, xxviii.
(20 Ibid page xi
(3) Ibid page xiv
1
ever wrote. Our definition came almost entirely from "Sweetness
and Light" .There is, however, other interesting matter given
concerning the notion of culture held by Mr. Bright and Mr. Frederic*
Harrison. They had accused culture of resting on curiositytin a
disparaging sense), exclusiveness
,
vanity, fault-finding, and a
smattering of Greek and Latin. ..mold's concept of culture as the
harmonious development of man's four powers counteracted the
attitude of his antagonists. Arnold's concept of culture was pre-
eminently noble: it was real worth of "being" or the "inward
operation" ( 1 ) of which he speaks in this essay. ..mold contrasts
his motives of culture with the motives ascribed by Mr. Bright
and Mr. Harrison. In real culture the first motive is"curiosity"
(in the meaning of a spirit of intellectural investigation)' the
second is the soc ial implies t ion of the word "prevail". In order
to make a thing known and loved it is necessary that the person
teaching should be first con-inced of the truth of the matter
he wishes to perpetuate, ./ithout these two motives culture is
incomplete and futile, Arnold explains, lure Knowledge or reason
must have the fire of a social purpose. This carrying forth of
the mission of culture from its strictly material inception in
knowledge to its great culmination in love of neighbor, impulses
of action of help, encouragement, or beneficience , removal of
human error and its causes ( confusion and ignorance), and the
diminution of mankind's misery ie restated by Arnold as"the noble
aspiration to leave the world better and happier than he found it."
(
(1) Culture and Anarchy-" Sweetness and Light" page 13
(2) Ibid page 7
i
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Arnold says (to paraphrase hip ideas) that perfection is never i?olated.
It is a part of the theory of culture that as members of a great
society we have a duty to which we cannot be indifferent--the spread
of culture. We must open up to bthers the avenues by which we have
been made better and happier, and we must show them where to find
these satisfying paths leading from " animal it y" ( 1 ) to greater
"humanity." In this process we not only develop ourselves, but we
help others and in so acting wo lead all in the march toward per-
fection. Culture humanizing and national is the instrument to re-
generate and redirect the warrld. There is a more important consider-
ation than just the reiteration of the definition, the motives,
and the p roducts of culture "sweetness and light" which come from^
"An inward spiritual activity, having for its characters in-
creased sweetness, increased light, increased life, increased
sympathy." (2 )
This greater consideration is the application Arnold makes of
his theory of cult. ire to the society of the time. The social criticism
of Arnold occupies all the ersays in "Culture and Anarchy" in different
proportion. In "Sweetness and Light" the social aspect is thoroughly
presented, but in "Doing as One Likes", "Barbarians," "Philistines,"
"Populace", and "Our Liberal Practitioners" the analysis of the
classes is complete. It is my purpose to take up the main contentions
of Arnold's social criticism from the above mentioned essays.
Arnold's theory of culture applied to society berides testing
society for the harmonious development of the four powers of man calls
(1) Culture and Anarchy©" Sweetness and Light" page 11
(2) I id page 31
C
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for the entire survey of all classes of society. The chief vice
of society at large is its devotion to "machinery". Arnold says,
"Faith in machinery is, I said, our besetting danger j often
in machinery mort absurdly disproport ioned to the end which this
machinery, if it is to do any good at all is to serve*, but always
in machinery, as if it had a value in and for itself."(l)
Now"machinery" is the valuation people put on possessing the
external signs of success. "Machinery" is a means to an end as
Arnold emphasizes not an end or of " any value in and for i tself. "
-^tfeJ, Arnold explains that it is all very well to use machinery
or the external helps to some degree to achieve success in life,
but the moment that love of machinery absorbs the minds of the
people to the exclusion of other and higher aims then it has been
elevated to the rank of an end . By an end we recognize a process
as worthy of accomplishment and achievement because of its inherent
value. Culture is an end of life because it conforms to the de-
velopment of all man's powers, but machinery the external habiliments
of life is only concerned with man's acquisitive powers. Machinery
is not sublime for it has no spiritual essence, no strictly asthetic
essence. It is an animal quality of hoarding aid avarices in its
extreme form* fls long as it is subordinated to culture it is a
permissible instrument, but when it becomes stronger than culture
it is a dangerous weapon of spiritual death. The middle class,
according to Arnold, are the chief promulgators and devotees of
machinery. Although the other classes concur with the Philistines
(1) Culture and Anarchy-" Sweetness and Light" page 13
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in this devotion, the Philistines themselves remain the worst
offenders in the worship of "machinery".
But culture the perfect ion of the human being is" a true
and invaluable idea."(l) It is an end of life because it is concerned
with the spiritual side of man together with his other aspects of
being. "Machinery", again, is the "having" of "possessing" of
wealth, health, institutions, industries, great "resources". In a
word machinery is materialism . How, culture is of inward operation
in "being" and "becoming". Culture is not concerned chiefly with
possessions because it puts possessions in their proper place of
means not ends of perfection. Machinery and culture are diametri-
cally ppposed. Arnold explains the attitude of culture toward
"machinery"
.
"How the use of culture is that it helps us, by moans of its
spiritual standard of perfection, to regard wealth as but machinery,
and. not only to say as a matter of words that we regard wealth
as but machinery, but really to perceive and feel that it is so" (2)
In showing the possessions which are regarded as worthy ends
by people in general Arnold combines them all in this quotation,
"What is freedom but machinery? What is population but machinery?
What is coal but machinery? .;hat are railroads but machinery?
'/That is wealth but machinery? What are even, religious organizations
but machinery? Now almost every "teoice in Bngland is accustomed to
apeak of these things as if they were precious ends in themselves
,
and therefore had some of the characters of perfect ion indisputably
joined to them. "^3)
( 1) "Sweetness and Light" pa»e 19
(2) Ibid page 16
(3) Ibid page 14
i
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To sum up these quotations in Arnold's own words, "culture'!
we realize, fights "machinery, an industrial machinery, and power
and preeminence and other ext e rnal goods , which fill the thoughts
of society, and machinery does not consider the thought of an
inward perfect ion. " f 1
)
Machinery is one of the obstacles to the carrying forth of
culture. Culture or harmonious and inward perfection is at variance
with the mechanical and materialistic trend of the society of the
time. Arnold analyzes completely wit
h
n
insight the noxious elements
that infect the 3nglishraan of hip day. 1'he amassing of wealth, the
over-valuation placed upon industrial greatness and monopoly,
"the want of sensitiveness in intellectual conscience," the "dis-
belief in right reason," the "dislike of authority" and the "pro-
vinciality" make up Arnold's array of accusations against his nation.
The criticism of each class is carefully estimated. Arnold
divides society in England into three great classes, to these he
gives the names "Barbarians," "Philistines," and "Populace".
"Thus we have- got three distinct terms, Barbarians, Philistines,
Populace, to denote roughly the three great classes into which our
society is divided. "(2)
The"Barbarians" are the aristocrats; the "Philistines" are the
middle class men; the "Populace" is the working class. The division
is made by Arnold upon the basis of characteristics. Thus, an
English aristocrat may find he has some qualities of Philistines or
(1) Culture and Anarchy- -"Barbarians , Philist inos , Populace" page 80
(2) Ibid page 81
t
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even populace, but, if he has a preponderance of Barbarian qualities,
then he is in reality a "Barbarian. "( 1)
The qualities peculiar to the "Barbarians" &ro defined by-
Arnold in his definition of this class. The Barbarians are indifferent
to and self-satisfied with conditions. Their culture is exterior,
Arnold tells us. "The Barbarians remain in the belief that the
great broad-shouldered genial Englishman may bo well satisfied with
himself. "(2) i.iore than that, the Barbarians "are involuntarily
the cause in 'a great degree" of the worship of machinery. Arnold
shows this fact to be true in "Our Liberal Practitioners" in which
he says,
"Then, as to the effect upon the welfare of the community,
how can that be salutary, if a class which, by the vory possession
of naalth, power, and conri I erat ion, becomes a kind of ideal or
standard for the rest of the community, is tried by ease and
pleasure mo ;e than it can bear, and almost irresistibly carried
away from excellence and strenuous virtue?"' 3)
The Barbarians offer to tother classes a false ideal because
they rely on their possessions and do not pay any attention to their
inward perfection. Arnold states that the Barbarians need a"shade
more soul . " (4)
The characteristic of the Philistines is Arnold's chief
contention. The Philistines are devoted to "machinery" exclusively.
They are practically absorbed with machinery as the chief end.
(1) Culture and Anarchy"Barbarians
,
Philistines, Populace" page 81
(2) Ibid page 93
(3) Culture and Anarchy"Our Liberal Practitioners" page 168
(4) Ibid page 79
——
"The people who believe most that our greatness and welfare
are proved by our being very rich, and who most give their lives
and thoughts to becoming rich, are just the very people whom we
call Philistines. "(1)
The Philistines have tremendous energy in advancing machinery
which they firmly believe is self-sufficient, in this energy, the
Philistines are even more to be fet red than the "indifferent
Barbarians", because the world not stabilized by the standard of
culture, believes, also, that machinery, having apparently
accomplished so much for the Philistines, is an end
A
and in itself.
The middle class assures itself of its self-sufficiency by its
"incomparable self-satisfaction." (2) xxrnold, in his pleasure de-
rived from the particular nomenclature applied to the classes, says
of the Philistines that the name -of the middlo class suggests some-
thing particularly stiff-necked and perverse in their resistance to
the children of light. The Philistines preferred industrialism or
machinery to sweetness and light.
The "Populace" is made up of the working class. Although
this class, Arnold says, is now issuing from its long surpression
into the light of freedom, it is following two false guides. One
way open to the "Populace" is that of the Philistines- the other
way is the one that the majority seem to be pursuing-- Jacobinism.
For the first objective whichjis "machinery" ^rnold has shown us his
disgust*^ for the second he speaks with great apprehension. The
"Populace" in their unsettled state between Philistinism and
(1) Culture and Anarchy "Sweetness and Light" page 16
(2) Culture and Anarchy page
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Jacobinism are in a terrible plight. Jacobinism is more to be
feared than Philistinism in some senses. Jacobinism is, in the
first place, the disposition to reform the world by abstract theory.
In the second place, Jacobinism hates the past, and does not
effect its reform through the traditional ways. In the third
place, Jacobinism adores the sys tern-make r( Rabbi ) or abstract
theorist
.
"Jacobinism loves a Rabbi; it does not want to pass on from
its Rabbi in pursuit of a future and still unreached perfect ion;
it wants its Rabbi and his ideas to stand for perfection, that they
may with more authority recaste the world. "(1)
The system-maker is the leader of the Jacobins. The out-
standing system-maker of history are
; (1^ Marat , (j-f^ Danton, and
(3 J Robespierre. In fact the communistic movement of Russia is
the outcome of the philosophy of the German abstract theorist
f
ifar/ /^ar*.
In our day the leaders or system-makers of this radical theory
are Lenine and Trotsky. So
,
the obvious defects of Jacobinism are
clearly antagonist ic to culture. In truth Jacobinism is also, like
machinery, opposed to "being" and "becoming". It rests on the
assumption that the doctrines of abstract theorists are right.
Culture is the eternal opponent of Jacobinism. Culture takes issue
with Jacobinism on two scores because Jacobinism is fierce, and
because it is addicted to an abstract system. For the reason that
culture assies no place, or at h^ <st a very ,very small place to
(1) Culture and i-jiarchy, "Sweetness and Light" page 36
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syst em-makers , it resolutely opposes Jacobinism. Culture"resist
s
the tendency of Jacobinism to impose on us a man with limitations
and errors of his own along with the true ideas of which he is
the organ. "(l) The abstract theorist may as likely be wrong as he
may be right
.
The outcome of the true Oxford culture of high idealism in
Hellenism and Hebraism Was the Oxford movement. This movement was
Arnold's great inspiration in his undergraduate days. It was
staunchly opposed to false attitudes of the English people in regard
to all aspects of life. Politically it was Liberalism against which
the Oxford movement was particularly at variance. Arnold is also
out of sympathy and patience with the Liberal policy. That same
Liberalism against which Oxford had seemingly failed, but^the
opposition of Oxford had created dissatisfaction instead of com-
placency in the ranks of its adversaries, so that Liberalism,
an erstwhile victor, was doomed to be defected. The Liberal
speakers flatter each class, Arnold says, but the spirit of Oxford
will win out because Liberalism will fall entirely under the
instruments of culture, "sweetness and light."
"When I insist on this, I am all in the faith and tradition
of Oxford. I say boldly that-this our sentiment for beauty and
sweetness, our sentiment against hideousness and rawness has been
at the bottom of our attachment to so many beaten causes, of our
opposition to so many triumphant movements we have told silently
up3>n the mind of the country we have kept up our own communications
(1) Culture and Anarchy-" Sweetness and Light" page 36

with the future. "(1)
That conviction and courage of Oxford in the future is
apparent in her son Arnold. He tells us the remedy is not in the
jargon, ranting, and insincerity with which politicians "caress
the self-love of those whose suffrage they desire, "(2) but in
the establishment of culture by right reason that rises above
the "ordinary self" and exalts the "best self" devoid of limita-
tions and free from bathos. Arnold says this establishment of
culture is to be effected by the means of a cultural education.
e^
^A
ffhat Arnold means by a cultural education chiefly
in the controversy between Arnold and Huxley.* The positions of
Arnold and Huxley require explanation, iilthough the two men were
vigourously earnest opponents, they were not arguing on mutually
exclusive questions. Like many other debaters their arguments
bear out their agreement instead of their disagreement. If they
had defined their terms beforehand, they perhaps would have
clasped hands in accord. We however, would have been losers of
an interesting consideration of the curriculum, the reasons for
keeping the classics and the reasons for including the science
courses. From the discussion we 1ear*) that it is not a question
of the omission of either literature or science, but merely a
question of the emphasis on these two studies in the school
programme .The chief work of Arnold in this connection is
"Literature and Science" ( 1882 ) : the chief work of Huxley on this
(1) Culture and Anarchy, "Sweetness and Light" page 28
(2) Culture and Anarchy, "Barbarians, Philistines, Populace,"
page 94
[I
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matter is "Science and Culture" ( 1880 ) . The discussion originated
in the enthusiasm of the great scientists, Darwin, Spencer, and
Huxley, to have their subject put into the curriculum of the
school. Arnold recognised Huxley as a worthy adversary. Arnold's
view/ is this: the classics, the staunch defenders of culture, can
not paes out of education. Literature is necessary to culture.
Arnold says as much and more in his first Essays on Crit icism. ( 1 ) 1865
.
"The criticism which alone can help us for the future is a
criticism which regards Europe as "being, for intellectual and
spiritual purposes, one great confederation, bound to a joint action
and working to a common result: and whose members have, for their
proper outfit a knowledge of Greek
,
Roman, and Eastern j nt icuity . " ( 1)
This is Arnold's classical argument.
Huxley came out in 1S66 with his dicta on science. (2)
"I say that natural knowledge ( science ) seeking to satisfy
natural wants has found the ideas which can alone still spiritual
cravings"(2) If these ideas ( scient ific ideas) be destined, as I
believe they are, to be more and more firmly established as the
world grows older: if that spirit be fated, as I believe it is, to
extend itself into all departments of human thought, and to become
co-ext ensiue i ith the range of knowledge; if, as our race approaches
its maturity, it discovers, as I believe it will, that there is but
one kind of knowledge and but one method of acquiring iti then we,
may justly feel it ouar highest duty to recognize the advisableness
of improving natural knowledge ."( 3
)
(1) Essays on Crit icism( first series) page 39
(2) "On the Advisability of Improving Natural Knowledge" in "Lay
Sermons, Addresses and Reviews
,
page 10
(3) I*id
t
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iVhen "Culture and Anarchy" appeared in 1869, Arnold
mentioned Professor Huxley onoe , (1) and then he did not take
issue with him directly. Arnold advocates the learning of the
ancients in his exaltation of Hellenism.
"Greek intelligence has obviously for its essence the
instinct for what Plato call? the true, firm, intelligible law of
things, the law of light, of seeing things as they are and
this instinct the world has mainly learnt of the Greeks, in as
much as they are humanity's most signal manifest at ion of it. "(2)
Huxley kept on advancing science. In 1869 in an address on
Scientific Education he said,
"I think I do not err in saying that if science were made a
foundation of education, instead of being at most, stuck on as
cornice to the edifice, this state of things could not exist. "(3)
Again in 1373 in an address upon "The School Boards, what
they can do, and what they may do," Huxley further provoked
Arnold,
"I can conceive no subject matter of edacation so appropriate
and so important as the rudiments of physical science" (4)
Arnold's retaliation was by no means absent, btit his grand
masterpiece was not ready. Huxley, on the other hand, came out
with "Science and Culture" in 18^0. In this address Arnold was
openly attacked for his attitude toward science by Huxley. It is
in this selection that Huxley tries to put science on an equal
footing with literature.
(1) Culture and Anarchy, "Sweetness and Light, page
(Z) Assays in Criticism, first series
(3) Thomas Huxley ,* 3c ient ific Education.'
1
(4) Thomas Huxley, "The School Boards, rfhat They Can Do and ./hat
They May Do."
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"How often have lie not bean told that the study of physical
science is incomplete to confer culture (
»
J
--For I hold very
strong by two convict ions--the first is, that neither the discipline
nor the subject matter of classical education is of such direct
value to the student of physical science as to justify the expend-
iture of valuable time upon either, and the second is, that for
the purpose of attaining real culture; an exclusively scientific
education is at least as effectual as an exclusively literary one"(l)
Then Huxley denies that literature can give the culture which
Arnold advocates through knowing "the best that has been thought and
said in the world" (2)
Arnold's answer is superb. He defines literature first, (3)
"Literature is a large word; it may mean everything wtitten
with letters or printed in a book. All knowledge that reaches
up through b oke is literature. By literature Professor Huxley means
f belles letters ' But I do not mean, by knowing ancient Rome,
knowing merely more or les? of Latin
*
belles let t ers\ and taking no
account of Home's military, and political, and logal and administra-
tive work in the .'.orld; and as, by knowing ancient Greece I under-
stand knowing her as the giver of Greek art. "(4)
Arnold puts his contention on a firm basis. It is not the
knowledge of science that Arnold fight s
f
but he is opposed to science
being the main part of educat ion . Arnold, then applies the test
of culture to science. Does science harmoniously develop the four
(1) Thomas Huxley, "Science and Culture"
(2) Culture and Anarchy "Sweetness and Light"
(3) Discourses in America, "Literature and Science"
(4) Ibid
r
powers of man? Hoi Science develop? knowledge alone. Arnold says,
"But still it will be knowledge only which they( so iences
)
give us 5 knowledge not put for us into relation with our sense for
conduct, our sense for beauty, and touched with emotion by being
so put: not thus put for us, and therefore to the majority of
mankind, after a certain while, unsatisfying, wearying. "( 1
)
3ducation, Arnold explains, must satisfy the demand of
culture by developing the four powers of man. Arnold ends his
plea for humane letters in the last sentence of "Literature and
Science" with this statement,
"The majority of men will always require humane letters; and
so much the more, as they have the more aiid the greater results
of science to relate to the need in man for conduct, and to the
need in him for beauty."(2)
That Education was to play an important role in the movement
of culture to correct the wrong trend in society, Arnold realized
at the outset of his career in his inspectorship. Of all reforming
means education was about to be considered from the most reasonable
angle, that of its import ance to the coming generation of leaders,
who were rising from the middle class. Education would resurrect
the masses from the death of ignorance to the light of intelligence
and hope. As any great humanist Arnold hates the purely materialistic
and utilitarian attitude toward education. His conception of the
ideal curriculum for the education of mankind is that it should be
well sustained by the humanities. When Arnold recognizes education
(1) Discourses in America "Literature and Science"
(2) Ibid
1
as a most efficacious panacea for social ills, he adopts the
idea, too, that the defects of the classes are to be remedied
by a harmonious education-one that shall put all humanitarian
subjects into the medicine to be prescribed, *ie wants a "thorough-
going positivism" to insist on the essential needs of man. Above
all he wants the refining power of the humanities to be present.
He would have decried the work of modern theorists in education
who try to banish the few humane standards to which we still cling.
Although Arnold's reports and investigations take up a formalism
that only reports can have, still we have his ideas given in
letters he wrote to his wife and to his mother when he was in the
educational field. For one thing we know Matthew Arnold ranked
the continental education far superior to England's and justly sg.(1)
France and her lycees struck him forcibly by the stern requirements.
Guizot , Arnold knew and admired. Arnold was a familiar figure in
educational circles on the cent
i
net
.
He never lost his interest,
and his remarks on education are tenable and soUi-d. Although
Arnold does not evince a passionate lov? for the profession when
it deals with correction work and examination, in the greater view
of education, as an ennobling force in reconstructing society, he
feels for it the most earnest wish and desire to advance it. Arnold
awoke England to the splendid work of Germany and France in education
he soundly scolded his country for her lassitude and inefficiency.
Culture j[in the Arnold sense) is, in his scheme of education, the
foundation stone. Culture gives to it refinement, totality, and
purposefulness because it is to lift the people from the depths
of intellectual destitution. Long ago ^rnold took his place among
(1) A French 3ton
•
the educational luminaries. Being an Englishman hi? attitude
toward continental education was impartial* being Arnold he was
eandid, and he spared neither his oount rymen 1 s nor his own feelings
in his indictment of English educational laxity.
In Arnold's theory of culture the means by which we arrive
at culture is "to learn the best that has been thought and said
in the world." fl) Ilaturally, this implies literature. Literature,
as Arnold understands it, has the materials which suffice us for
thus "making us know ourselves and the world" in the genuine
humanism of ^reek, Roman, and Eastern .-Jiticuity and in the humanism
of modern times. Simply, literature i; the criticism of life in
its totality because it puts down not only the speech of peoples,
ancient and modern, but it is also the chronicle of how peoples
developed their four powers of life. Literature is the study of
mankind in books, literature, when the test of culture is applied,
is found to develop knowledge, con uct
,
beauty, and"urbanity" . it
is cultural. However, literature needs the theory of culture to
stabilize it. Literary criticism iirnold advocates as the instrument
to keep "letters" cultural. The reason for literary criticism is
made apparent by the absence in England of any recognized criteria
for judging literature and by the character of English writers.
Arnold comments concerning the latter. The character of English
literature lies in its lack of "symmetria prisca".(2) "Symmetria
prisca" is in its last analysis a synonymous phrase for harmonious
development. In regard to literature "symmetria prisca"
(1) Culture and Anarchy "The preface"
(2) Discourses in America "Literature and Science"
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has a distinction that is essentially applicable because this
ancient symmetry is concerned with fully developed thought processes.
Harmonious development refers to the expansion of the whole person-
ality, while"symmet ria prisca" is more exclusively the attribute
of harmonious development of thought in literature. In this connection
it is well to note that the Greeks alone had perfect symmetry of
thought. Even Leonardo da Vinci, the versatile Italian artist^
confessed, says Arnold, " Defui t una mihi symmet ria prisca '.' The
English ,however , fail far more than the Italians on this score.
The Greeks were the only people who knew this perfect development.
The English men of letters, he says, have striking, well executed
ideas, and imagination and originality, but the high symmetry of
all parts does not make for the supreme total effect of the "antique
symmetry" of the Greeks. For instance, Shakespeare, Arnold observes,
has a far wider range, £©r richer fertility of thought than the
A
ancients, but he has not their "severe and scrupulous self-restraint
;
T
( 1)
The "ancient symmetry" is served to humanity by Greek literature as
no other literature can serve it.(2) Thir ancient symmetry is an
equivalent phrase for culture. English literature stresses too much
the superiority of the creative power which comprises the power of •
the man and the power of the moment--over the critical power of
literature. Arnold says this critical facutly is "in all branches
of knowledge, theology, philoFophy, history, art, and science to see
the object as in itself, it really is".(3) The effect of the critical
(1) Preface to Poems f 1853-54
)
(2) Discourses in .-jnerica "Lit er^t u.re and Science"
(3) Essays in Criticism "The inunction of Criticism at the
Present Time"
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faculty in criticizing life is to bring out new ideas which are
the materials for creative epochs. Arnold extols the critical
faculty, flftien things are seen as they really are, they are seen in
a cultured attitude of mind. Instead of "incredible vagaries" the
literature is dominated by a great sanity and proportion or this
ancient symmetry. Criticism is a won erful power to effect culture.
Arnold implies that literary criticism has a direct bearing on
bringing culture to humanity. Criticism has curiosity for a notive
like culture, but curiously in its worthy sense. Criticism like
culture has a social purpose in desiring to carry and spread
culture. Criticism is then the proposed means by which Arnold thinks
English letters may be purged of any disproportion, but he states
the facts when he says,
"Almost the last thing for which one would come to English
literature is just that very thing which now Europe most desires-
criticism" (1)
The great consideration of European thought is criticism, but
in England, Arnold says, "the absence (in our own country) of an
institution like the French Academy, makes literary criticism
not only haphazard but full of "grossieret6" ( 2 ) and "brutaliteV ( 5
)
The French Academy gives to France, Arnold argues, "that potent in-
strument of the grand style, the 'literary t ritounal'," ( 3 ) In fact,
a recognized cultural authority of letters imposes on French
writers "a high standard in matters of intellect and taste" (4)
(1) Essays in Crit icism-"Tho Function of Criticism at the Present
Time" page 1
(2) Letters of -.Arnold arragned by G.Y/.E.Rassell~
(3) Essays in Crit icism-"The Literary Influence of academies "page 68
(4) Essays " " " " " " " page 47
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just what English writers do not have imposed upon thorn. English
letters like English society dominated by devotion to "machinery",
the practical spirit instead of free play of intelligence, has one
recourse. English letters to free herself from "provinciality" must
establish, Arnold contends, "an order, a law of good taste, a
measure for words and act ions" (1) in crit icism . --that is, "a dis-
interested endeavor to learn and propagate the best that is known
and though, in the world".(2) Then and then only will Englishmen
realize the beauty of the " grand style 'Jwhich results "when a noble
nature poetically gifted, treats with simplicity or with severity
a serious sub jectf!f3) Arnold's critical manner is characteristically
superior. Even if he is imperfectly informed, he has the assurance
and confidence that his "taste" will lead him to judge aright.
Arnold relies on "taste" and in most cases with few except ionr his
faith in it is confirmed. Nearly ever^ritic says that Arnold admitted
he knew very, very little about Celtic Literature, yet his
marvelous discriminating faculty of taste led him in spirit to make
just observations . The fact that his taste is almost unerring leads
.Arnold to suppose everyone's taste is so eonst itut ed.
(
b ) Arnold says
in his 1 et ters
,
"The bane of English reviewing and newspaper writing is and
always has been its grossi^rote. I am determined in print to be
always scrupulously polite'."(4)
Hq see that Arnold's theory of culture applied to English
literature demonst rates I that English letters failed in the respect
(1) Essays in Criticism "The literary Influence of i.oademies" page 48
(2) " " "The function of Criticism at Present Time"page38
(3) _"0n Translating Homer", "The Grand Style"
(4) Letters of Matthew Arnold arranged by S.W.S.Russell, Vol. I, page 67
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of "urbanity" and real intellectual criticism or knowledge of a
standard of excellence in form. This excellence of form Arnold
considers to be the "grand style". In reality Arnold is pleading
for the "Attic prose, the true prose " ( 1 ) instead of too much
imaginative prose which devolves into Asiatic prose, (but of this
type of prose Englishmen of letters were enthusiastic producers).
Arnold's theory of culture applied to his ideas upon poetry
and poets and his own actual criticism of life in his poetry squares
very favorably. Poetry, as a part of literature, is "a criticism of
life" (2) The precint of the poet is mainly in the critical field.
"Everyone can see that a poet, for instance, ought to know life
and the world before dealing with them in poetry, and life and the
world being in modern times very complex things the creation of a
modern poet to be worth much, implies great crit ical effort behind it Ti(#)
In place of the freedom of his prose works, Arnold's verse
adopts an air of solemnity. The Preface to his poems of 1853-1854
states Arnold's ideas concerning poetry, roetry concerns itself with
the "all importance of the choice of subject," "the necessity of
accurate const rue t i or: . .^nd the subordinate character of expression",
and "the moral impression left by a great action treated as a whole."
Here culture enters, Arnold notes, to vindicate poetry by drawing
it back to Hellenism, to the ancients who treated of graftd actions
of heroes. For this very reason Arnold 1 severs e mood is vastly
different from his prose mood. To the ever recurring major tempo
(1) Essays in Grit ic ism" Literary Influence of academies" page 68
(2) On Translating Homer- "The Grand Style"
(5) Essays in Criticism "Function of Criticism at the P resent Ti::>c',T
page 6
c
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of his prose swept by brilliant staccato and rollicking rhythm most
readers feel a satisfying charm, but to philosophizing human beings
the "pure" minor of his verse, that minor which never surprizingly
modulates but keeps its clear sad tones until it must fall into
the relative major of hope, makes Arnold, the poet
}
more closely
attune. I have previously stated that Arnold&s prose and verse both
teach culture, but that the prose works state the theory absolutely
while the verse implies it. The melancholy mood which pervades
Arnold's verse is akin to the Hellenic atmosphere in it. As truly
as it has been said that Debussey built his compositions upon the
pure minor devoid of hybrid harmonic, so it can be said of Arnold
that he creates his poems out of the same plaintive "sad lucidity of
soul" (1) and "Smile of wistful incredulity "(2) on which the
ancients based their seriousness.
His theory of culture applies to his poetry in that Arnold's
verse is commonly distinguished by a calmness or inward peace. These
facts make it cultural to all senses; its lofty purpose of criticizing
life adds knowledge and conduct; its Hellenic beauty of form gives
it the requisite beauty, ^mold's poetry is cultural. The Hellenic
perfection and grandeur is clearly apparent in the poem "Dover Beach".
Quiet restraint and felicity of phrasing are the attributes of its
exquisite form. Comparing himself to Sophocles, he describes watching
the sea ebb and flow.
"Sophocles long ago
Heard it on the Aegean and it brought
( 1) "designation" 7,
(2) "Second Best" <p
(

Into his mind the turbid ebb and flow
Of human misery, we
Find also in the sound a thought,
Hearing it by this distant northern sea,
The sea of faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth's shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar."(l)
Again as a Greek, he views life with the same composure in
the face of change and stress.
"Not as their friend or child I speak:
But as on some far northern strand,
Thinking of his own gods, a Greek
In pity and mournful air might stand
Before some fallen Runic stone-
For both were faiths, and both are gone." (2)
In his quiet restraint, reserve power, and love of per-
fection he tells us in "To Marguerite" the isolation of the
human heart which cannot be thoroughly understood by any other
human he art
.
"Yes: in the sea of life enisled,
With echoing straits between us thrown
Dotting the shoreless watery wild,
We mortal millions live alone." (3)
(1) "Dover Beach" Poems of Matthew Arnold
(2) "Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse" Poems of Matthew Arnold
(3) "To Marguerite" continued ?«t*,. »c r\a^eu, fl rn,u
ri
While this seems a sad but true thought, the inward peace
of "Requiescat " is the most delicate and consoling impression of
death.
"Her life was turning, turning,
In mazes of heat and sound,
But for peace her soul was yearning,
And now peace laps her round" (1)
Besides the lyrics, "Sohrab and Hue turn, a narrative poem,
contains the idea of external peace in the beautiful picture of
the tranquil Oxus with which the poem closes. The spirit of
culture is manifest in the verse of Arnold. Poetry in itself is
cultural, Arnold say*.
It is well to remember that among the remedies that were
being advanced for the cure of the evils of the time was the plea
for more religion by the serious Puritans. Io this remedy Arnold
applies his test of culture and says,
"The more serious the people, and the more prominent the
religious side in it, the greater is the danger of this side, if
set to choose out forms for itself and fight for existence,
swelling and spreading till it swallows all othe r spiritual s ides
ujd, intercepts and absorbs all nutriment which should have gone to
them, and leaves Hebraism rampant in us and Hellenism stamped out" (2)
Arnold was here not criticising ideal religion, but what he
terms the "Hebraism" or overemphasis of the moral or power of
(1) "Requiescat"
(2) Culture and Anarchy
(1
.1
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conduct in man to the detriment of the other powers in man by
the existing religion of hi? time. In "Sweetness and Light",
Irnold expresses this adequately.
"Perfect ion, --as culture from a thorough disinterested study
of human nature and human experience learns to conceive it, --is a
harmonious expansion of all the powers which nake the beauty and
worth of human nature, and is not consistent with the overdevelop-
ment of any one power at the expense of the rest. Here culture goes
beyond religion, as religion is gone rally conceived by us." 01)
In this Arnold accuses the religion of his time of over-
emphasizing "conduct". Then the "beauty and worth of human nature"
is sacrificed because the four powers are unevenly expanded. This
same "beauty and worth" is more often spoken of as the "sweetness
and light" which result from a harmoniously developed nature.
"A finely tempered nature, gives exactly the notion of perfection
as culture brings us to conceive it 5 a harmonious perfection, a
perfection in which the characters of beauty and intelligence are
both present, which unites "the two noblest of things, 'sweetness
and light*" (2)
.Religion, according to the test of culture, then, fell short
of producing, the complete realization and it needed Hellenism to
make it truly cultural. Hellenism the epitome of the Grecian
development added to religion would bring about the proper mean.
"Greece did not err in having the idea of beauty, harmony,
and complete human perfection, so present and paramount only,
(1) See "Culture and Anarc hy" , " Sw 3 e t ne ss and Light" page 18
(2) Ibid page 18
c(
the moral fibre must be braced too. And we because we have braced
the moral fibre, are not on that account in the right way, if at
the same tine the idea of beauty, harmony, and complete human
perfection, is wanted or misapprehended amongst us." (1)
Thus we have to some extent applied Arnold's theory of culture
to religion. Arnold's objection is not to ideal religion, but to
the excessive emphasis which the religion of his day placed upon
conduct. He comments,
"The fundamental ground is our preference of doing to thinking" f 2
)
Arnold takes the advice of Bishop Wilson to moan that ideal
religion! or culture) is a combination of Hebraism and Hellenism.
Hebraism aims at "the paramount sense of the obligation of duty,
self-control, and work in man^(2) "Hellenism is the impulse to
the development of the whole man, to connecting and harmonizing all
parts of him, perfecting all, laaving none to take their chcnce . " ( flj
Culture is Arnold's conception of ideal religion. For when Arnold
says, it is the cry of anguish to fill a need.
"wandering between two worlds, one dead
The other powerless to be born. "(3)
This need Arnold endeavors to fill by his theory of culture
supplying to religion what Arnold thinks she lacks. It has been
said ^rnold lost his faith in Orthodox Christianity but retained
only the ethics for his religion(i^) At any rate as Mr. WF.G.E. Russell
says of Arnold's belief,
(1) See Culture and Anarchy-"3weetness and Light" page 20
(2) Culture and Anarchy—"Hebriasm and Hellenism" page 109
(3) "Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse" iroems of i.:...rnold
(4) T.Lioynihan "Arnold the Humanist "Catholic World, Def.1922.
If
i
"Once subject of just contention seems now a matter of
comparative little moment. TT (l)
There is no argument over the matter, Arnold is deeply,
innately, sntirely religious in the "moral" sense. His identification
of religion with morality, attenuates his concept of the spiritual
force. However, his poems are filled with reverence for an inward
power which wields far greater influence than intellectual prowess
and which is of itself the determining power by which man is
superior to nature.
"Know man hath all which nature hath, but mo re, "(2)
He makes definite allusion to the soul in the poem in
3merson' s Assays.
"Yet the will is free:
Strong is the soul, and wise, and beautiful:
The seeds of godlike power are in us still:
&ods are we, bards, saints, heroes, if we will. "(5)
Arnold does not rise to the supernatural conception of
religion. Irving Babbitt remarks,
"The problems at bottom is whether in his dealings with
religion ^rnold rises far enough above the naturalistic level
which in his case means the stoical level. "(4)
But this paper has no place for a doctrinal discussion.
(1) Letters of M.^rnol-3 - ^ranged by itiissell, Introduction
(2) "In Harmony with Mature"
(3) "V/ritten in 3merson's 3s say"
44) "Ilatthew Arnold" Irving Babbitt, August 1917.
((
In summarizing Arnold's theory of culture as it has been
presented in this thesis, it is necessary to stress seven main
points. The first is the fact that Arnold's theory was the out-
come of the total effect of his life from heritage, rearing,
and education. The second is the fact that Arnold's theory was
shaped by the influence of four men who were in sympathy with
the classic tradition, who, he asserts, definitely affected his
personality. The third point is his theory proper which he ffefines.
Culture is the harmonious development of the four powers of man
in equal proportion. These powers are conduct, knowledge, beauty,
and "urbanity". These attributes are common to every human being.
Culture is perfect ion
,
and it consists in "being" and "becoming"
rather than "having" or "possessing".
Culture has a distinctly lofty and spiritual essence. It
constitutes itself the test of perfection by applying its requisite
to all phases of life. The fourth consideration in the summary
is the relation of culture to society. When applied to society,
culture finds that the classes are hopelessly inadequate of worthy
effort because they lack culture. The classes worship possession
or machinery . The fifth point that has been made is the relation of
culture to education, '//hen applied to education, culture advocates
the continuance of the classics ( because they are Hellenic) as
the foundation stone of curriculum since science is not strictly
cultural. The sixth consideration is the relation of culture to
literature .When applied to literature, culture emphasizes the
f(
I
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need of criticism and the critical faculty in prose and verse,
The seventh and last point in the summary of Arnold's theory is
the relation of culture to religion. When applied to religion,
culture insists on more Hellenism to offset the excess Hebraism.
Arnold offers his theory of culture as a means by which the re-
construction of society may be effected. This theory is highly
idealistic and yet of practical worth and consolation to those
who view materialism as crass and true culture as the powerful
force of satisfaction by reason of its appeal to the inner
sense of right values.
In conclusion we see that there is, according to Arnold's
theory of culture, a tendency in man to relate his four powers
as he relates bits of knowledge to the whole body of facts. There
is, then,, a real tendency in man to be cultured"to know things as
they are." Culture is to preserve the integrity of humanity from
the onslaughts of modern life. It is in this way all inclusive
perpetually reaching out for the whole of human life and its
processes. Although not systematically stated bat scattered
throughout all his writings, his philosophy is reiterated in
multitudinous form. Arnold emphasizes culture with tireless
insistence. As many great thinkers he believes that philosophy
definitely labelled as such is formidable. He forestalls this
antipathy by stating,
"Prom a man without a philosophy, no one can expect philo-
sophical completeness ."( 1)
(1) Culture and Anarchy" Barbarians , Philistines
,
Populace"
page 72.
!I
(
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Relying on our credulous implication, he begins to surfeit
us with theory which is so pleasant we never realize it as
philosophy'. In our own days of political force and high tragedy
Arnold appears more and more in a prophetic light. It does us
little good to study the Real Estate Intestacy Bill or the bill
"legalizing marriage with one's deceased wife's sister." The
principle is the point at which we attack the political innovations.
The vital part of the question is still before our eyes. "To see
things as they really are" is the objective of culture. It implies
impartiality and disinterested penetration blended with potent
thought on the part of the cultured person. Sanity arises from the
method of seeking after truth. Charity and fine judgment are parts
of Arnold, fie imparts his taste: he does not impose it. How im-
measurably wise we would be to aoquire Arnold's "flexibility of
spirit" and "sweet reasonableness'. Arnold will always have his
admirers^ and his influence will come to be recognized. Sven if
he should remain the poet of the few and the critic of the dis-
criminating, he will always have a high place. Critics have at
all times perceived that ..rnold is in advance of his age. He is
essentially a modern.
If we can not be convinced of the theory of culture as a
guide to every phase of life, we can be ersuadeci to accept its
criteria of things in the main. Llatthew Arnold leaves us a great
inspiration in his theory of culture. He assures us of his trust
in human nature to rise despite its limitations. Arnold is so
(i (
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consoling to our poor humanity. His humility has jaunt iness for
a foil. He is never conceited. Arnold's dispassionate estimates
are wonderfully like him, sincere and heart-whole. Matthew Arnold
holds the mirror up to our disguised frailities. ;/e will be better
in sjuI and body if we take care as Matthew Arnold does to know
only what is best, and to understand matters as they really are
without exaggeration or self-deception. Kind, courteous, conscientious,
a great man's life and works have been before us. Take away the
inspiration "to make the will of God prevail."
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